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Abstract
Integrating employee groups from separate firms into a combined, well-functioning workforce presents one of the most difficult challenges in a corporate merger. This has particularly been the case in the recent airline mergers in the U.S. that have left three large legacy airlines, namely, American, Delta, and United. Carriers in these mergers have, in some cases, seen years of arbitration and litigation, employee turmoil and labor union decertification, and delays in operational integration and the realization of anticipated merger synergies. In response to this situation, this report introduces seniority_list, a computer-based tool that can be used by unions, employee groups, arbitrators, airlines, and consultants in their workforce integration efforts, analyses, and recommendations. The report demonstrates how the tool addresses such variables as employee tenure, jobs available, and furlough recall schedules, together with ordering and conditions on integration alternatives, to comprehensively assess the short- and long-term impact of workforce integration strategies. The purpose of seniority_list is to help speed up post-merger labor integration, enhance outcome fairness for merged employee groups, reduce conflict, and allow airlines to more quickly realize the operational and financial benefits expected from a merger.
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Integrating employee groups from separate firms into a combined, well-functioning workforce presents one of the most difficult challenges in a corporate merger. This has particularly been the case in the recent airline mergers in the U.S. that have left three large legacy airlines, namely, American, Delta, and United. Carriers in these mergers have, in some cases, seen years of arbitration and litigation, employee turmoil and labor union decertification, and delays in operational integration and the realization of anticipated merger synergies. In response to this situation, this report introduces seniority_list, a computer-based tool that can be used by unions, employee groups, arbitrators, airlines, and consultants in their workforce integration efforts, analyses, and recommendations. The report demonstrates how the tool addresses such variables as employee tenure, jobs available, and furlough recall schedules, together with ordering and conditions on integration alternatives, to comprehensively assess the short- and long-term impact of workforce integration strategies. The purpose of seniority_list is to help speed up post-merger labor integration, enhance outcome fairness for merged employee groups, reduce conflict, and allow airlines to more quickly realize the operational and financial benefits expected from a merger.
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In a 1955 article entitled “Seniority Problems in Business Mergers,” published in the journal *Industrial and Labor Relations Review*, economist Mark Kahn wrote: “Every industry with seniority practices has encountered seniority integration disputes at least sporadically, while some, especially in transportation, have been plagued by them.” ¹ Professor Kahn’s statement remains no less true today than when he wrote it more than 60 years ago.

Participants in the approximately 50 airline mergers and acquisitions from 1930 through 2013 may have felt that they were in the midst of a plague when it came to integrating their unionized employee groups into a single, merged workforce. Among modern major air carriers, all except Delta Air Lines and JetBlue have significant labor union representation across most “crafts” or “classes” of employees. Thus, airline mergers and acquisitions almost always encounter the seniority integration problems Kahn identified.

These problems have often resulted in multi-year legal disputes, union de-certification, delays in merger implementation, and even new regulations and legislation being enacted to prevent seniority disputes. Classic examples of such disputes include the 1952 Pan American–American Overseas pilots and 1962 United Air Lines–Capital Airlines pilots. As an example of merger-driven regulatory changes, in 1972 the Civil Aeronautics Board (the now-defunct agency then responsible for regulating airline operations, including routes and fares) established the Allegheny-Mohawk Labor Protective Provisions, or LPPs, which arose out of the seniority integration list proceedings from the 1972 merger of Allegheny Airlines and Mohawk Airlines (precursors of US Airways). The LPPs basically required a newly merged airline to “make provisions for the integration of seniority lists in a fair and equitable manner.” Amid concerns about the treatment of unionized employees of Trans World Airlines (TWA) following its acquisition by American Airlines in 2001, Missouri senators Claire McCaskill and Christopher “Kit” Bond introduced federal legislation aimed at guaranteeing LPPs for workers affected by merger-induced seniority list integration. The McCaskill-Bond Statute became an amendment to the Federal Aviation Act in 2008.

**Introduction to seniority_list**

In view of the obdurate challenges relating to seniority-based workforce integration, we developed seniority_list to provide an unbiased, easy-to-understand, robust analytical tool for employee groups, labor unions, airlines, arbitrators, and consultants to use when they are attempting to combine seniority-based work groups. The tool uses readily available employee and company information to model the effects of post-merger, combined seniority

---

2 See: http://airlines.org/dataset/u-s-airline-mergers-and-acquisitions/

3 https://nwlaborpress.org/2012/10/fly-the-union-friendly-skies/. Pilots at Delta Air Lines are unionized, but most other large employee groups are not.

4 http://www.mondaq.com/unitedstates/x/164186/Aviation/Seniority+Integration+And+The+MccaskillBond+Statute

5 http://naarb.org/proceedings/pdfs/2013-191.PDF

list ordering proposals over a wide range of metrics and conditions, doing so in a manner that is quickly adjustable and can handle multiple iterations. Although it was designed with airline pilot workforce integration in mind, seniority_list can be adapted to any industry or group where workers operate under a seniority system.

The seniority_list tool uses the Python programming language, in conjunction with several Python numerical and data analysis libraries (i.e., pandas, NumPy, matplotlib, and seaborn). Using seniority_list requires a basic level of familiarity with computer language programming, as well as access to the supporting libraries and software programs. The seniority_list program, all needed programming tools, and the user interface are all open-source, and freely available to download, use, and in some cases, modify.

While all of the particulars of seniority_list cannot be described here, this report (1) discusses the basic concepts and terminology of seniority_list, (2) outlines the process of using seniority_list from start to finish, and (3) demonstrates a sample operation, output, and analysis, as well as editing the analysis. Complete instructions for using the tool can be found at the documentation website for seniority_list at rubydatasystems.com. The website contains step-by-step instructions on how to download the tool and all supporting libraries and programs, how to adapt the tool to the particular conditions of a given seniority integration, and conceptual explanations of what the tool attempts to accomplish through its modeling.

**Basic Concepts and Terminology of seniority_list**

A key attribute of seniority_list is that it is focused on outcomes, rather than on processes alone. A particularly lengthy workforce-integration process, for instance, was that of the pilots in the 2005 America West Airlines–US Airways merger, followed by that airline’s 2013 merger with American Airlines. The pilot integration dispute of America West and US Airways was not resolved before that merged airline (then doing business as US Airways) merged with American Airlines. Seniority list integration among those three pilot groups was finally resolved in September 2016, approximately eleven years after the initial merger.

In this and the other disputes that we mentioned above, the emphasis has been placed on the process of integrating seniority lists rather than the actual results of the integration. That is, decision makers have been singularly

---

6 If improvements or other changes are made to seniority_list, the only caveat is that these modifications will also made free and available to the public. Source code for seniority_list is hosted at: https://github.com/rubydatasystems/seniority_list.
concerned with perceived equity and fairness during the process and its immediate outcome. Our horizon involves the results of workforce integration for the working conditions, internal labor market mobility, and lives of employees in the years after the integration has nominally been completed.

To that concern, seniority_list offers a dynamic, analytical approach to understanding the long-term quantitative effects of various alternative workforce integration solutions on the personal and professional lives of unionized workers caught up in a corporate merger.

Seniority

At the heart of any explanation of an airline pilot seniority list and how it operates is one basic idea: once a pilot’s position on a seniority list has been set, the advancement and job opportunities available to that employee are directly related to the birth dates of the other pilots senior to him or her on the list. For example, the number of steps a pilot can advance upward on the seniority list over the course of his or her entire career will be capped by the number of more senior pilots with an earlier birth date, because the affected employee will retire prior to those who are younger and more senior to him or her.

Additionally, a pilot’s rate of advancement is directly proportional to the ranges of birth dates belonging to senior employees. Someone on the seniority list who is younger than any of their more senior colleagues will move up to the number-one list position at some point. That employee’s accession to the number-one position depends on the ranges of senior employees’ birth dates. For example, if an individual is on a list where all pilots senior to her will be retiring within the next month, after the next month that pilot will be number one on the list for the remainder of her career. Conversely, if an individual is on a list where all employees senior to him will be retiring two days prior to his own retirement, he will stay right where he is on the list with no advancement until two days prior to his retirement.

Employees working under a seniority system are acutely aware of this situation. Seniority determines nearly every aspect of the employee’s work life, from job status to work shift to annual vacation. Employees continually look ahead and calculate when they might be able to attain a particular status. Overall, the seniority system is constant and predictable for employees—until a merger occurs. A merger can completely disrupt the existing systems, with significant changes to workers’ careers and challenges to their long-held expectations. This is

---

7 In the U.S., airline pilots have a mandatory retirement age of 65. Thus, the point at which airline pilots will leave the firm and no longer hold a place on the seniority list is fixed and known.
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why employee groups fight so hard to preserve status quo whenever seniority lists must be combined.

The seniority_list tool is designed to make this transition as smooth as possible by providing stakeholders and decision makers rapid insight into, and understanding of, the real and practical effect that various proposals would have on employees. It does this by modeling combination outcomes and then measuring and comparing multiple equity factors using specialized algorithms. Additionally, the program is able to build or edit proposals so that job opportunities are balanced and changes to career expectations are minimized for all pre-merger work groups.

Assumptions and Boundary Conditions
At some regular interval (e.g., monthly), airline pilots bid on what routes they will fly during some specific period (e.g., the next month). Their rank on a seniority list determines the degrees of freedom of their preferences. The seniority_list tool does not attempt to predict the bidding preferences of individual employees, except to presume that employees will always bid for the highest paying or highest ranked assignment (even though that may not always occur). But it does aim to model the employees’ bidding opportunities. For this purpose, the program focuses on variables that are fixed or that can be modeled in a quantifiable state, such as birth dates, jobs available, proposed list orders, furlough-recall schedules, and special conditions or restrictions that may be part of a solution. The overall result of employees’ individual choices is a group average, ultimately constrained by list positioning. Thus, seniority_list offers abundantly more insight into the real effect of a potential combined seniority list than has been available to decision-makers in the past.

Because birth dates are fixed, the order of an integrated seniority list is the primary determining factor controlling the careers of pilots within the newly merged airline. Thus, seniority_list was designed to examine the effects of different proposed list orders by creating data models that can extend into the future several months or until the youngest pilot reaches retirement. The tool also determines the best possible job assignments for all employees, as limited by the order of separate and integrated seniority lists. It incorporates other conditional factors such as delayed implementation, job count changes, furloughs, recalls, and special job rights. Many other additional calculated metrics are generated, culminating in a rich set of attributes providing objective, outcome-based analytics for workforce integration decision-makers.

The program does not advocate for any particular starting point or list integration philosophy. It simply calculates results based on the decision-makers’ inputs. It can reveal optimal list ordering without the use of any associated conditions and restrictions, or it can offer solutions which contain corrective conditions and restrictions to address equity distortions. An example of that is when list construction is premised on a certain foundational standard, such as order by hire date or ratio, when the native groups possess disparate demographics or job structures leading to an uneven integration.

Procedural Outline of seniority_list
Operational basics. The seniority_list data model is built upon predictable variables, and isolates and treats separately variables that cannot be straightforwardly quantified (see Exhibit 1). We know that certain aspects
## Exhibit 3

Input file: Compensation data (excerpt of pay_tables.xlsx, 1 of 2 worksheets)

| year | jnum | A   | B   | C   | D   | E   | F   | G   | H   | I   | J   | K   | L   | M   | N   |
|------|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 2013.0 | 1    | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 |
| 2013.0 | 3    | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 |
| 2013.0 | 5    | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 |
| 2013.0 | 6    | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 |
| 2013.0 | 7    | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 |
| 2013.0 | 8    | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 |
| 2013.0 | 9    | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 |
| 2013.0 | 10   | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 |
| 2014.0 | 1    | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 | 25.32 |
or parameters are known and unlikely to change (e.g., job counts, retirement counts, and pay scales), while others are likely or sure to change (e.g., individual bidding choices and future employee work leaves). The factors that are known or predictable are incorporated within the model calculations. The unpredictable factors are handled equally for each group so that one can control for their threat to the accuracy of the model. With the effect of the unpredictable variables removed, the results of the calculations will be directly related to the predictable variable inputs. The primary predictable variable is list order, which has by far the most influence on the resultant datasets.

seniority_list constructs a job-level hierarchy in accordance with compensation scales, again assuming that all employees will continuously bid for the highest paying job. Consequently, the resultant employee career metrics reflect and focus primarily on the true effect of the ordering of proposed integrated lists.

Input Data
To get started, log into the seniority_list documentation site, rubydatasystems.com. seniority_list reads input data from four user-formatted Excel files (as shown in Exhibits 2 through 5). The input files contain employee data, compensation information, proposed list orderings, job information, and program settings. File setup is simplified by the inclusion of example templates and extensive guidance from the program documentation.

Input files relating to specific case studies are stored in separate folders, permitting the simultaneous existence of multiple case studies. Switching between case studies for analysis is simple, involving a change of a single program input.

List order proposals submitted by parties are normally read and stored from one of the Excel input files, but new list ordering also may be generated using the functions within the list_builder script, or an existing list ordering may be modified through the interactive list editor tool.

Generating Basic Program and “Skeleton” Files
seniority_list begins by reading the input data and preparing certain files needed by the program for dataset generation and other operations. Datasets are built from a basic structure known as the skeleton file, which is a long-form pandas dataframe assembled from one of the Excel input files. The skeleton file contains general employee information which is integrated-list-order independent, together with pre-calculated data common to all subsequent dataset production. Only the order of the skeleton file is adjusted for different integrated list proposals.
Calculating Standalone Datasets

Standalone datasets contain career progression data for each employee group separate from other group(s) as if no merger occurred. Standalone data are useful for comparisons between each other and with integrated datasets. Information pertaining to each separate group may be extracted from the skeleton file quite easily and processed independently. The standalone dataset calculations consider any pre-existing special rights to jobs within one or more of the employee groups, job count changes, and furlough and recall schedules, among other options.

Calculating Integrated Order-dependent Datasets

The production of an integrated dataset is more complex than the standalone datasets, as depicted in the flowchart in Exhibit 6.

A standard provision when integrating a workforce is that employees will be able to keep the job they held prior to a merger, even if the integrated list places a particular employee in a position that they would not otherwise hold. This provision is known as “no bump, no flush.” Quite often, due to differences in demographics, hiring patterns, and job opportunities, certain conditions and restrictions (also known as “fences”) are applied prospectively to the operation of a combined seniority list. These fences may place a cap or floor on the number of jobs which may be held by employees from one or more of the original groups, provide some sort of ratio assignment process, or apply some other corrective action to ensure an equitable outcome. It is also common to see a time span between the “official” merger date and the actual implementation of an integrated seniority list. This delayed implementation affects the operation of the list.

When calculating integrated datasets, seniority_list is able to incorporate all of the above factors along with other factors such as pre-existing job assignment conditions, job count changes, furlough and recall schedules, and compensation schedules.

Job Assignment within Dataset Generation

Job assignments cascade from top to bottom within each month, in the following manner. Beginning with the highest level job, employees already holding that job from the previous month are assigned. Then, if there are unassigned jobs remaining within that job level and there are special job assignment conditions associated with that job level for the current month, jobs are assigned according to that condition. Finally, any remaining unassigned jobs are distributed to the most senior unassigned workers. The program then proceeds to the next job level for the current month. When all of the job levels for that month are processed, any remaining unassigned workers are marked as furloughed. The assignment routine then proceeds to the next month, repeating until all months have been completed.

Analyzing Results

Once an integrated, order-dependent dataset is generated, the dataset will likely be quite large, as it contains one row for each employee for every month within the model. While the exact size depends on the demographics of the employees, an initial list containing 12,000 employees will produce a dataset with over 1.5 million rows and 35 columns of data.\(^8\)

\(^8\) Despite the file size, this will run on a typical contemporary laptop computer.
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Once the datasets have been produced, the user is able to explore them using many of the built-in methods of Python and the “scientific stack” libraries (e.g., pandas, NumPy). The datasets may be converted to other types of files for analysis within other programs if desired. Interactive exploration and visualization of the dataset are available through the Jupyter Notebook interface. This allows seniority_list users to easily and quickly transform model output into charts and graphs that depict the effects of integration on the various workgroups. Within seniority_list there are many built-in plotting functions available to visually explore and contrast multiple attributes of the datasets. Most of these functions accept a variety of inputs allowing a wide range of analysis. The built-in charts are produced by a Python library called matplotlib and another called seaborn, which is a charting library built on top of matplotlib with a focus on statistics.

**Modifying List Order with the Editor Tool (If Needed)**
Analysis of the initial integrated dataset will likely reveal certain issues of inequity related to a particular list order proposal. The editor tool can remedy this by allowing adjustment of proposed list order through an interactive process, as depicted in Exhibit 7 and the screenshot in Exhibit 8. The editor tool interface consists of a differential chart, input controls, and a distribution density chart, all of which are described on the following pages.
The differential chart is used to quickly reveal outcome-based equity distortions existing within an integrated dataset and to identify where modification of list order may be necessary. The user assigns an attribute for comparison by selecting from a dropdown box containing various dataset measures. Further filtering is available to limit displayed results to a particular month, group, or other attribute. A horizontal slice of the differential chart display may be selected by using two interactive slider controls which position two vertical lines on the chart. The area of the chart between the lines represents a section of the integrated seniority list.

To correct an equity distortion, a user positions the vertical lines on either side of the distortion. An algo-
import configuration and functions modules

In [1]: %time
   : import functions as f
   : import list_builder as lb
   : import pandas as pd

build program files

datename pickle files: master, tur, sg(special group), active_each_month, order proposals, month percentage

dictionary pickle files: settings_dict, color_dict

data pickle files: pay_table_basic, pay_table_enhanced

data spreadsheet workbook: pay_table_data.xlsx (in reports folder)

note: add case study name after script name

In [2]: %time
   : %run build_program_files sample3

skeleton

In [3]: %time
   : %run make_skeleton

standalone

standalone must be rerun after job level model change...

In [4]: %time
   : %run standalone prex

calculate for each list order

(Including list conditions, job count changes, and possible furlough recall schedule)

The cells below run the compute_measures script with proposals p1, p2, and p3. All scenarios include a "prex" or pre-existing job assignment condition. The first case includes a ratio condition and the second case includes a count-ratio condition.

In [5]: %time
   : %run compute_measures pl prex ratio

In [6]: %time
   : %run compute_measures p2 prex count
The algorithm within the editor tool then slides or “squeezes” the members from one of the original employee groups up or down the list within the selected section, creating a new, modified order, while maintaining proper relative ordering within each employee group. Following the squeeze operation, a new horizontal list-density chart appears below the main differential chart, representing the new population density produced by the squeeze. The squeeze process may be repeated with different inputs prior to any calculations if the density chart indicates an undesired population shift. Once the user is satisfied with the squeeze, the squeeze-modified integrated list order is then sent back to the dataset creation routine by clicking the “calculate” button. A new dataset is generated and the resultant outcome is displayed on the differential chart for re-examination.

The edit process may be repeated many times, until the observed equity distortion(s) are eliminated or reduced to the extent possible.

Reinserting Inactive Employees
Inactive pilots are defined as those who are not occupying or bidding for a position which would otherwise affect the job opportunities for those employees below them on the seniority list. Examples of inactive employees might include those with a status of medical, military, or supervisory leave. Because inactives do not bid for jobs and have no effect on the operation of a seniority list, they are removed from the list prior to the dataset calculation process. While many on inactive status will return to active status over time, an assumption is made that other employees will do the opposite and provide a counterbalance.

Once a final integrated list order has been determined for all active employees, the inactive employees must be reinserted into the overall list, using the \textit{join\_inactives} script. The inactives may be inserted into the integrated list by locating them next to an employee from their native group who is either just senior or just junior to them.

An Example of seniority\_list Operation, Output, Analyses, and Editing
Let’s examine an abbreviated example of how to use the seniority\_list tool to support workforce integration decision making. This example mirrors a recent airline pilot integration attempt in which pilots representing three separate airlines were being integrated as a result of a series of mergers and acquisitions. Anyone can conduct this demonstration analysis, as the needed sample files are included in the downloaded tool. The sample case study is named “sample3” and includes a list of approximately 7,500 pilots from three separate employee groups.

We designed the seniority\_list program to use the Jupyter Notebook as its working interface, because this application is especially adept and capable in this role, to include the interactive manipulation and visualization of large datasets and output. Users can also choose to run seniority\_list via the command line or analyze the calculated datasets with any suitable program. Again, we do not explain every aspect of the programming below, as comprehensive documentation is available on the seniority\_list website.

### Starting the Program and Inputting Data Files

Start by opening a Jupyter Notebook window, which will display cells of programming code what can be run independently, modified, and rerun with interactive results occurring in real time. This code can direct seniority\_list to perform the actions needed to merge the sample employee lists found in the “sample3” case-study files included with the program. The Jupyter Notebook known as “RUN\_SCRIPTS” contains commands and other code used to generate all necessary program files from the sample data and to compute datasets using various proposed list orderings and associated conditions, as shown in Exhibit 9.

Many of the RUN\_SCRIPTS notebook script commands accept arguments, or variable inputs, which direct the program to use specific source files for calculation or
Sample of a plotting notebook (output)
to identify options to be included within the calculations. In fact, seniority_list is directed to the proper case-specific input files by a single argument as an addendum to the “build_program_files” script code line. Exhibit 10 shows the argument (“sample3”) set to read the sample3 input files.

Another example of script arguments is found within the last code cell visible in Exhibit 9. That code commands seniority_list to compute a dataset for proposal 2 (“p2”) while incorporating a pre-existing job assignment quota condition (“prex”) and prospectively applying another job assignment condition (“count”). The referenced conditions are defined by case-specific input file settings and are applied automatically with specialized program functions.

For reference, this process created 20 files, with a total size of 1.2gb, requiring 13 seconds on a Linux desktop machine with an i7 processor, 32gb of RAM, and a solid-state drive.

**Sample Output and Explanation**

Once the datasets have been produced, the exercise becomes one of examination, visualization, comparison, and potential modification. seniority_list includes many built-in plotting functions designed to be particularly applicable to seniority integration model visualization, but users are free to explore and add to these methods without restriction.

Jupyter Notebook can display charts inline, just below the plotting command code cells. The screenshot in Exhibit 11 is an excerpt of the sample plotting notebook, after running it with a sample dataset calculation output. The inputs within the code cells (function variables) may be changed to view chart output for different attribute measurements or population segments.

Due to size restrictions, the sample output in this introductory report is limited in scope. The sample model comprises sixteen job levels, each representing an airline pilot job at a major airline, in one of four groups based on plane types to which the pilots are assigned.10 The analysis also takes into account whether a pilot has an assigned work schedule (blockholder, or B) or is on standby (reserve, or R). Generally speaking, the captain jobs on the largest aircraft are the highest ranked and best paying positions, and the lowest ranked jobs are first officer positions on the smallest aircraft. There are other factors (which are customizable within seniority_list), but this is the general rule.

**Job Transfer**

Combining two or more seniority lists will likely result in some shifting or transferring of job opportunities from one employee group to another. This transfer could be to the group’s benefit (e.g., a gain in the number of Capt G3R jobs shifted from Capt G2B jobs) or detriment (e.g., a quantity of F/O G3B jobs traded for F/O G2R positions).

Jobs available and assigned to members of each employee group within different list order data models may be compared over time. Transfer of jobs by job level (both upward and downward) throughout the model may be calculated and visualized. While the number of jobs in each category remains the same, the employees occupying those positions can be different due to seniority job bidding and awards based on integrated list employee positioning.

The chart in Exhibit 12 displays the change of job assignments over time to one employee group assuming a certain proposed integrated list order that also includes job assignment conditions. In this case, the comparison is between standalone job projections vs. integrated job progressions. The chart legend on the right is arranged so that the most desirable job assignments are at the top, meaning that the jobs in blue are the best (starting with light blue and then descending to dark blue, in the blue group), followed by the green group, and so on. The chart has data presented in a mirror format meaning that the area above the zero line (job transfer gains) is always equal to the area below the line (job transfer losses). The user can quickly see how the job assignments for the selected employee group are affected by the proposed list order. In this case, the jobs above the line traded for jobs below the line are all in a higher category, meaning more paid working hours per month (approximately 85) compared to reserve pilots who can receive 10 fewer working hours per month (and sometimes not even that). Also included in our output are furloughed (FUR) pilots.

Per the nomenclature above, for example, “Capt G4B” stands for the job of a blockholder captain on a large wide-body jet. In our example output graphs and charts, these jobs are rank-ordered by compensation (from highest to lowest) with Capt G4B being the highest and F/O G1R (a reserve first officer on a small jet) being the lowest of the active pilots, followed by furloughed pilots.

---

10 In our example, these 16 jobs represent aircraft captains (CAPT) or first officers (F/O). They are currently assigned to fly 1 of 4 groups of aircraft. Pilot group 4 (G4) consists of large wide-body jets, such as the Boeing 787 or Airbus A330. Pilot group 3 (G3) includes small wide-body and large narrow-body jets such as the Boeing 767 and 757. Pilot group 2 (G2) includes narrow-body equipment such as the McDonnell-Douglas MD80, Boeing 737, or Airbus 319/320/321. Pilot group 1 includes small narrow-body or large regional jets such as the Embraer E190.

Additionally, pilots are either in a blockholder (B) or reserve (R) job status. A blockholder is a pilot who has a monthly schedule of trips ahead of time (most desirable for pilots), while a reserve pilot is scheduled to be on call for certain days in that month. Blockholders get more paid working hours per month (approximately 85) compared to reserve pilots who can receive 10 fewer working hours per month (and sometimes not even that). Also included in our output are furloughed (FUR) pilots.

Per the nomenclature above, for example, “Capt G4B” stands for the job of a blockholder captain on a large wide-body jet. In our example output graphs and charts, these jobs are rank-ordered by compensation (from highest to lowest) with Capt G4B being the highest and F/O G1R (a reserve first officer on a small jet) being the lowest of the active pilots, followed by furloughed pilots.
**Exhibit 12**

Output plot depicting the job transfer effects of workforce integration on sample employee group 1

**Exhibit 13**

Output plot depicting the job transfer effects of workforce integration on sample employee group 2
this proposal is good for this particular employee group ("employee group 1" in our example).

Because the number of jobs available at any particular time is fixed, the aforementioned accumulation of better jobs to pilots in employee group 1 comes at the expense of another group. Exhibit 13 reveals the effect of the same proposal (from group 1) on the pilots of employee group 2. The short- and long-term effect of the same workforce integration decision on employee group 2 is almost the reverse of that for employee group 1, with losses in every job category. Although we don’t show the analysis depicting outcomes for employee group 3, the process is the same as for employee groups 1 and 2.

The samples above compare an integrated dataset to the standalone dataset. The program is also able to compare two integrated datasets; that is, two proposals can be compared side-by-side to visualize how each affects the different employee groups.

An important contribution of the seniority_list tool is that it allows decision makers to clearly visualize the long-term effects of integrated list proposals on all pre-merger workgroups. This information can help remove some of the subjectivity inherent in merger workforce combinations, and lead to smoother and quicker integration.

Modeling Conditional Job Assignment and Fences

The application of “no bump, no flush” and other conditional job assignment rules can have a dramatic impact on individual career progressions and group metrics. This is demonstrated in Exhibit 14, which displays career progression in terms of list percentage for three employees, each from a different employee group and identified by sample employee numbers. List percentage reflects the proportion of pilots who rank above them in seniority. On the example proposed integrated list, which has a
Projected implementation date of late 2016, the employees were placed close to each other at approximately 80 percent. After the lists have been combined, the plotted results for the three employees are nearly identical. Over time, older pilots above them on the seniority list retire, and they move together on a percentage basis.

Initially, it appears that the three employees will experience similar job opportunities post-integration. However, due to jobs held prior to the integration, conditional job assignment provisions, and changes in job level counts, the actual jobs held by the three employees will be vastly different from each other. Exhibit 15 reveals a more accurate model of what would occur in terms of jobs available to these three employees. The thin vertical dashed line represents a modeled implementation date. In an airline merger, each group operates independently until the implementation date. The black line represents a pilot belonging to a subset group with rights to a pre-existing special job assignment condition containing quotas to certain premium jobs, allowing the large jump in job levels to the reserved positions. The blue line represents another pilot who holds a higher ranked job at implementation, which is protected until his retirement. Employees holding a job due to no bump, no flush protection or special job assignment rights remain in that job until their list partners from other group(s) “catch up.” Only until the three pilots have reached the point in time where the same bidding opportunities exist for all three do they then move together in terms of list percentage correlating to job assignments, and that occurs only if they have not already retired by that point.

Seniority_list’s ability to integrate into the model employee-level nuances in job conditions and fences (which may have significant ripple effect on the careers of other employees) is an important and novel contribution. These conditions shape the outcome of workforce integration, and must be taken into account if decision makers are to arrive at the most equitable solution.
List Modification with the Editor Tool

As discussed earlier, the editor tool shows differential information from calculated datasets resulting from separate list order proposals. The user selects a dataset attribute to compare. In this example, the editor tool output is set to display the difference in employee list percentage at retirement between standalone data and data for an integrated list proposal. Each of the three employee groups is represented by a different color, and each dot represents an individual employee. The y-axis displays the attribute differential (e.g., list percentage or job assignment), while the x-axis displays integrated list order with more seniority to the right and less seniority to the left.

The results in Exhibit 16 indicate that the employee group represented by the black dots will fare much better under the current proposal than it would have with standalone projections. Nearly all of the blue group will do much worse, and the orange group is split.

The output distortions of the initial differential comparison (in Exhibit 16) can be reduced with the editor tool, as shown in Exhibit 17. The list editor can be used to modify the integrated list order, repositioning the groups or sections of groups up or down the integrated list to remove gains or losses indicated on the differential chart. Each time a modification is made, a new dataset is calculated and a new differential chart is displayed with the updated results. This process only changes the relative order between groups; relative list order within groups is maintained.

If the differential chart indicates that a portion of one group is experiencing a windfall as compared to its neighbors from other group(s), this is an indication that members of that group should be moved to be made less senior, allowing the other groups to capture positions otherwise held by that group within the data model. A windfall could be indicated by much better average jobs held at retirement or an increase in career pay for one group while another group suffers a loss in both categories. The converse is true for sections of groups negatively affected; they would be moved to more senior positions. The goal of the process is to fine-tune the integrated list order to one which promotes the most equitable outcome possible for all of the employee groups.
In this case, the first step was to evenly spread employee group 1 (black dots) throughout the integrated list. Next, selected sections of employee group 2 were moved (“squeezed”) incrementally toward the top of the list (right). The sum of these moves is shown in the final sample chart in Exhibit 17, which shows that the post-integration differential has been reduced for all employee groups, thereby achieving greater system equity. The results show that the majority of pilots are now able to retire with less than a 5-percent difference from their pre-merger retirement position. This is in contrast to an over 40-percent differential in some population segments before list adjustment edits.

While this editing example used retirement list percentage as the attribute of focus, others can also be modeled, such as final job level attained or compensation values. Further, proposal effects on attributes can be drilled down to specific time points (e.g., a specific month or year following integration) or slices of input data (e.g., all pilots hired in certain years, or who are within a certain age range). Various list conditions may be tested and compared as well. The final integrated list solution chosen would likely arise from a blending of attribute distortion reductions, confirmed by the other analysis capabilities of the program.
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